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Swami: Good. Welcome my Dear Divine Souls. This program will 
be quite amazing interesting, upcoming generation people, what 
we’re going to discuss, this knowledge in depth of Jesus Christ life 
- the depth. Before we go, how many channels you discussed 
Myuri?  Can you stand up and talk few minutes? Just give the 
bullet points. You completed?  Not completed yet? 
 
Myuri:   Yes.  
 
Swami: Done. 
 
Myuri: We completed all the channels 1-5 and 9-13, plus the two 
block mantras. We went over the JC Yantra, we went over the 
Womb Chakra Yantra, and pretty good about the Womb Chakra, 
and we talked about the link with the Sri Chakra, and then the link 
with Universal Womb Chakra and Mother Mary’s chakra for 
healing Jesus. And we talked about many, many other subjects 
that came in between that, but ah, Tatyana said…am I missing 
anything?  
 
Tatyana: You covered it. 
 
Myuri:  I covered it. 
 
Swami: What? 
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Myuri:  I was just asking if I missed anything but she said that I 
covered everything. 
 
Swami:  Where the people did not understand? Where is the 
biggest confusion points they got stuck, they cannot able to have 
no clarity on it?  
 
Myuri:  I think some things about the crucifixion. 
 
Swami:  Yeah. 
 
Myuri: About how the energy came to Mother Mary and was 
transferred to Jesus. I think some things about the inner 
mechanisms of some of the channels, actually how the soul travel 
happens, how the Parakaya Pravesh happens, how some of the 
channels happens actually, and um, I think those were the deepest 
areas. 
 
Swami:  Is it true guys?   
 
Everyone:  Yes.   
 
Swami: What you got confused? Where you got stuck you don’t 
have the clarity? 
 
Myuri: I’m a little confused knowing the different people that 
were involved at the crucifixion, after the crucifixion, what Mary’s 
role was, what Betala’s role was, what those divine saints in 
India’s role were? It's actually, who did what when? 
  
Swami: What?  
 
Myuri: How did it happen? 
 
Swami: You want to know the mystery, huh? 
 
Myuri: The mystery of, was it a soul travel, was it a soul splitting, 
was it ah... 
 
Swami: I’m opening all the mysteries. No more mysteries. No 
more mysteries about JC’s life - no more mysteries. No, in subject 
wise, where you got stuck?  I'm talking about subject. 
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Myuri: About subject, well, the Womb Chakra is a pretty big 
subject. How to understand everything about the Womb Chakra? 
Where exactly the men have that in their bodies? Do they have a 
different chakra than the womb chakra that's really working for 
them, like it is the womb chakra in the female body? This is one 
area I have confusion about. 
 
Swami:  Give me example. 
 
Myuri: Well, we’re hearing how the female’s womb chakra is able 
to heal, and even re-manifest Jesus’ body there and then I'm also 
hearing that Jesus' womb chakra was the most powerful, so I’m 
not exactly understanding the chakra in the body, versus the 
chakra in the soul. Where is the relationship? Where is the male 
power coming from in the body, which chakra is that? 
 
Swami: Then? 
 
Myuri: That’s my biggest confusion. I mean, there’s many 
confusions…but and also, I have a confusion on what is exactly 
the fire in the water?  
 
Swami:  Fire? 
 
Myuri:  The fire in the water, what exactly that is? 
 
Swami: Okay, good. Thank you. It looks to me nobody did not 
understand anything. Just you heard it, but it did not resonance.  
You received the knowledge but it didn't digest yet. It's a true. You 
received the knowledge but you did not digest yet. Without 
having digestion any knowledge - no.  Tatyana, can you stand up? 
Give me some feedback what you know about the Womb Chakra, 
your own description. 
 
Tatyana:  My own? 
 
Swami: Description, your feeling - what you understood, what 
you digested on that? 
 
Tatyana: My understanding is that the Womb Chakra is the most 
holy, most powerful place in the physical body, the place where  
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the most power the most clarity is, and the soul is mostly living in 
that Womb Chakra - it's moving all over in our body but mostly 
it’s in the womb chakra. 
 
Swami: It’s very important what’s she’s talking, it's very 
important you should know.  Yes, go ahead. 
 
Tatyana: So, we’re carrying the Womb Chakra since many, many 
lifetimes, so our womb chakra energy is being moved from many, 
many lifetimes, so whatever Womb Chakra energy we’re having, 
this is continues since many, many, lifetimes. And in the Womb 
Chakra, the woman’s womb, the whole creation is hidden there 
like everything is there. It’s a kind of spark of God - a spark of 
God, the pure spark is there.  
 
Swami:  How come you say that?  What made you to say that? 
 
Tatyana:  Well you taught it. 
 
Swami:  Okay. 
 
Tatyana: So everything in our life, like everyday a creation is 
happening in us and that is happening through the Womb Chakra. 
So whatever bumpiness we’re going through, all the up and 
downs, it is because our Womb Chakra energy is not strong 
enough. 
 
Swami:  Agreed. 
 
Tatyana: All the up and downs in our life, like happiness also 
heartbreaks, all the up and downs in our life is because our Womb 
Chakra energy is not strong enough. So if you purify our Womb 
Chakra and make it strong through the process what you taught, 
we can purify and make it strong and then receive incredible 
energy through that chakra. 
 
Swami: What is the beginning root of the Womb Chakra? Where is 
it begined? 
 
Tatyana: Well, I guess my understanding is that we’re all coming 
in through the womb, so it’s a direct link to Mother Divine.  
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Swami: Okay. 
 
Tatyana: So through our physical mother we have the link to 
Mother Divine. And through purifying that Womb Chakra energy 
in us, that gives us the ability you call it, ‘to enter in Sri Chakra,' 
and I personally don’t really understand what that means. 
 
Swami: Say again. 
 
Tatyana: You said first of all we have to purify and make our 
womb chakra strong, and then only by that we are able to enter 
inside the Sri Chakra. So my understanding is that going back to 
the real Mother’s womb, first of all we have to purify the womb, 
and then get out through the Womb Chakra, and then somehow 
get in to the Sri Chakra, but I have a confusion on that... 
 
Swami: Who is the Sri Chakra? Who is living in Sri Chakra? 
 
Tatyana: The Sri Chakra is Mother Divine’s womb. 
 
Swami:  She is showing going to connecting there. 
 
Tatyana:  But how to practically do that? I think that this is what I 
would like to understand. 
 
Swami: I’ll explain. I will explain that. 
 
Tatyana: But I understand that this is the only way to really find 
out who I am, who we are, that by going back… without going 
into Mother Divine’s womb… 
 
Swami: What you'll get it if you know who you are?  What is the 
purpose to know you? I’m asking seriously? 
 
Tatyana: Well, to really know and realize what's inside of you.  
 
Swami: Okay, if you know that, then what? What’s the purpose? 
 
Tatyana: Then probably I don’t care about all these illusions 
anymore. 
 
Swami: Where are the illusions? 
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Tatyana: All the attachments, all the fear… 
 
Swami: Say again. 
 
Tatyana:  All the attachments, you’re free from that. No more fear. 
I think once you know who you are, then you live based on that, 
and one part the consciousness is always linked with that reality. 
Even though you here in this physical world but one part it’s 
always a little off.  
 
Swami: Little off? 
 
Tatyana:  In a beautiful way. 
 
Swami: What else? 
 
Tatyana: About the Womb Chakra? 
 
Swami: Um-hum. 
 
Tatyana: Well, there are a lot of abilities we can receive for 
purifying and making the Womb Chakra strong. Like you talked 
many benefits of that, like the mother for example, can create 
during pregnancy, she can create a divine baby in her womb and 
transfer a lot of amazing abilities to that soul during pregnancy. 
 
Swami: Okay good, good, good thank you. Lord Ganesh is 
manifested by the Mother Divine. Out of the sandalwood powder 
she created baby, she made it, then she sended her Womb Chakra 
energy. This is a very important points. Then she gave the life to 
the sandalwood powder - that powder, it turned as a baby. That is 
a Ganesh. When she's going take a shower, she putted outside of 
the room… takes too much loud doesn't it?  
 
Students:  No, no, it's coming down. 
 
Swami:  It's getting down? 
 
Students:  Yes. 
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Swami: Then the Shiva came to the door - he wants to enter inside.  
That boy, he don’t know he's the father. Shiva begged him, “I 
want to go and see your mother.” Then Shiva got huge doubt 
when she had delivered a baby. Even you see the illusion there. 
Then he started arguing, arguing, arguing… finally Shiva used his 
triangle, thrisula, he cutted his head. Then inside, the Mother, she 
got shocked. She opened her heart and she came out with a huge 
depression crying face. She's only had one time right, can manifest 
it. She don’t have second time to re-manifest it. That’s the law. 
Once it’s cutted it, especially the Shiva energy's destroyed, even 
Shiva have no power to re-fix that.  
 
That head is completely destroyed, is gone, only half body is there. 
Then her biggest request is to Shiva - to bring that head, and re-fix 
it. Then Shiva recognized, he sended his students in the universe, 
“Go and get any head with direction, north direction sleeping. Get 
that head and we’re going to re-fix it. The first Khandana Yoga 
landed, is started there. The mechanism started there with the 
Shiva and Shakti. 
 
The students, they keep going in the towns, in the kingdoms, in 
the villages, everywhere each soul sleeping the south or east or 
west. One elephant is sleeping in the forest with the direction of 
the north - simply they cutted the head of the elephant. They 
broughted that head to the Kailasa, then Parvati saw that, then she 
got shocked, “What, you’re going to fix to my baby the elephant 
head?” Then Shiva begged and convinced her, “The first 
worshipping - your son will receive in the planet.  He’ll be most 
powerful person, can remove any obstacles in the planet, to any 
process, whoever it is - first they have to worship him then the 
remaining everybody has to worship to us."  
 
Then Brahma is there, Vishnu is there, all saints is there, then they 
fixed the elephant head. They started to giving the Mother and 
Father their both their energies, the whole creation - Brahma, 
Vishnu, all saints their creation energy, it's came like a one form of 
the womb chakra. They sended that energy, that Khandana Yoga 
got super succeed, then he came as a trunk master, Lord Ganesh. 
So what type of the mechanism they used it. In this seminar that is 
the most powerful content subject what we need to discuss that. It 
looks joke to us, it’s natural. When your Swami personally done it, 
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certain Khandana Yogas on animal, on birds here and there, same 
the womb chakra, same womb chakra process we done it.  
 
Before we make our womb chakra to be strong enough, few 
fundamental things what we need to develop – pure, true divine 
love. Where is it? How is it? How you going to get it?  Pure, true 
divine love - nothing else - pure divine true love. Once if you 
develop that, automatically we receive some abilities in us. Our 
womb chakra automatically started to become very strong. Even 
though you came from mother, whatever you’re carrying, the 
womb chakra, that keep giving you disturbance, up and downs, 
until you reach the Mother. For many lifetimes, no matter how 
powerful you are, the womb chakra itself, nature is giving up and 
down. To make it settle that, to make it a standard, we need 
unconditional true love in us. Once if you have unconditional true 
love, it won’t suck unnecessarily the illusions.  
 
The same thing Jesus Christ in his life, he’s 100% unconditional 
true love, pure true love. Somebody’s beating him, they’re 
crucifying him, they’re torturing him, in his face nothing but 
smile. He’s bleeding - everybody’s crying making Him feel sad. 
Everybody’s shouting but he’s smiling. Can you believe that? 
Anya? 
 
Anya: I can believe it. 
 
Swami: As a human form, once you born it, it’s not that easy. 
Sometimes Shirdi Baba, he’s amazing aggressive person, same 
time unbelievable pure love. He’s like a kid. He's like a kid having 
unbelievable abilities in him, ignoring all abilities to play with 
involving as a childish creation. How we need to develop that first 
character? If we need to develop that, what is generally to making 
us to disturbing not able to see that, not able to understand that? 
Then we’ll go to the mechanism and subject in depth - all the 
prayers and the process, what to do. So, what is making to not to 
having enough love in us? Myuri, how much are you a really 
loving lady? 
 
Myuri:  Oooh, hmmm… 
 
Swami:  How much you’re loving lady? 
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Myuri:  Sometimes a lot - sometimes not. 
 
Swami:  Constanze? 
 
Constanze:  Me? Wow, not constantly. It’s depended too, often 
time upon the behavior of the person, and that’s a block. 
 
Swami:  Say again. 
 
Constanze: It's dependent on the behavior of the person, and that's 
a block. 
 
Swami: Give me example. 
 
Constanze:  Well, for example, if a person is crying with me, or 
shouting make a violent impression so it’s hard for me to love that 
person. 
 
Swami: Why? I want to know that. Why? Why? It’s very 
important point here. Why? 
 
Constanze:  Maybe because of judgment, cause I judge the person. 
 
Swami:  Okay, so your judgment is making you not loving? 
 
Constanze:  Um-hum, I think so. 
 
Swami:  That judgment will stay forever,  just temporary? 
 
Constanze:  No, not forever.  
 
Swami:  What??? 
 
Constanze:  No, my judgment is not forever, it can change. 
 
Swami: It can change, so it’s a changeable judgment? Why we 
need to receive that? It’s a changeable judgment, why we need to 
rely on it? It's make sense? Are you really catching my point guys? 
Paul? 
 
Paul: Yes, Swami. 
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Swami:  How much are you a really loving person? 
 
Paul: Probably 40%. 
 
Swami: What happened to the 60%? 
 
Paul: I think similar to Constanze, sometimes I, the judgment gets 
in the way. I try to make a distinction between the love that comes 
from my soul and the judgments that I have to use on a daily 
basis… There’s a separation between the two for me. When I 
interact with people on a soul level there’s love there, on a 
different level, maybe on a heart level, or mind level, there’s 
decisions and judgments that are there. 
 
Swami: Ok, in your life, 100% no matter what, are you loved any 
person in your life never changing your judgment? Just you love 
the person, that’s it? We’re talking on the subject of love today. 
Anya? 
 
Anya:  Has there been somebody in my life? 
 
Swami:  Yup. 
 
Anya:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Who is that? 
 
Anya: I would rather not say, but there has been somebody, no 
matter what they did, or how I felt, I still loved them.  
 
Swami:  No another? 
 
Anya:  No. At the same time I could be very angry, or I could be 
very upset, or I could be sad, or unhappy, but I still knew in the 
deepest part of my heart that the love was there. I always knew 
that. That’s what made my life possible. 
 
Swami:  Brett?  
 
Brett:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  Same question. 
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Brett:  Yes, I’ve loved someone, and judgments hasn’t changed it.  
 
Swami:  Since how long that is? 
 
Brett:  Forty-one years. 
 
Swami:  Forty-one years? 
 
Brett:  My parents Swami. I’ve always had strong love for them. 
 
Swami:  Good. You like your father or mother a lot? 
 
Brett:  I like them both. 
 
Swami:  No, you’re not answering me, which one you like more? 
 
Brett:  I guess my mother. 
 
Swami:  Good, except your parents, anybody else in your life? 
 
Brett: Well, I’ve always had strong, well I know it sounds stupid 
but I've always had a strong love for Jesus. 
 
Swami: No, physical person. Okay, Simon? I know you’re 
blinking your eyes like super fast.  
 
Simon:  Except my parents? 
 
Swami:  Except than them. 
 
Simon: Except my mother and dad… Sarah as well - Sarah. 
 
Swami: You’re talking surface or in depth? 
 
Simon:  In depth. 
 
Swami:  Good. Okay, let’s switch a little bit the subject here.  Soul 
mate. Ok. Of course Jesus one hundred percent, he had true love 
on the mother, unbelievable, unconditional love. There’s only a 
strong golden statement in the planet. A person can heal, can re-
manifest, who have the attachment of the unconditional true love - 
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that soul only can re-manifest it - period. Remaining any soul in 
the planet, they won’t do it, they cannot do it it’s impossible to 
create it.  
 
To reach that stage… before, every person what I told power spot, 
soul object, soul mate, personal mantra, if you take the one point, 
soul mate, that soul mate can help you go in the path of 
unconditional true love too.  Soul mate can help you to bring you, 
to make you succeed, unconditional true love. That unconditional 
true love, once you started to see that, your soul day-by-day, step- 
by-step unbelievable increasing and powerful, and your womb 
chakra will become amazing unbelievable powerful.  
 
Once your womb chakra is unconditional, very powerful, 
whatever you parents done, some karma, you have to share that 
too. Their parents done some karmas, negative karmas that you 
also responsible to share that too. Their parents, their parents, 
their parents, it's coming the waves, at least 10%, 2%, 3% 1%.  It’s 
not a law, only whatever you done it, you have to receive it. Of 
course you’ll receive it but it’s a link to the Karma Sadantha - 
you’re beginning point until to here. Any lifetime, whatever 
you’re linked, they done it or you done it. Whenever you’re 
involving in this creation part, this the period part, when 
everything will come out. Everything will?  
 
Students: Come out.  
 
Swami: Come out in this period of time, whenever you starting to 
do this. Once you wash it, you’re out of all these crazy karmas. 
Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara - three is came from one Womb 
Chakra. Whatever the Shiva done it, again Vishnu has to suffer 
that then he has to make it balance that. You know what I'm 
saying? If I given some abilities to you - I make your womb chakra 
stronger and I given some power to you. Whatever you done in 
the negative activites in the planet, I’m also partner in it. Not only 
me, Baba, Jesus - these all characters, we’re all partners - cannot 
escape it.  
 
Giving a weapon in your hand to use for a good reason but if 
you’re using that weapon for a bad reason, that karma is also 
coming to who gave the weapon, it keeps coming to each 
individual. It's so very, very, powerful thing, Karma Sadhanta is. 
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As having a soul mate, it’s not an order, it’s a lack of confidence, 
it's biggest fear you might lose your respect and your own self-
egoism that making you not able to have a soul mate.  Majority in 
my personal life, for example, Anya, Cyndria, Terry, they are 
working with me since twelve years – Cyndria, anything hidded 
in front of you?  
 
Cyndria:  No.   
 
Swami: No hidings, very open. It means, something you need, a 
person.  You need it, it’s a golden statement: if you don’t have a 
soul mate in your life, you’re unbelievable spiritual failure in this 
lifetime – another golden statement.  
 
Jesus Christ, he had the twelve students. They’re all stupids, nuts. 
I’m saying, I’m not screaming it, they’re nuts - their good devotion 
respect to him, who cares? Hanuman is amazing soul mate to the 
Rama, not Lakshman, not even Sita. Hanuman, just he opened his 
chest, he showed his Rama inside, "Come on, look at it.” 
Lakshman never done it, he had a lot of respect to Rama. Of 
course he had lot of love on Sita too. They’re not soul mates. 
Hanuman is a soul mate. Even he's a servant, he's a bhakta, pure 
devotee, but Rama chose Hanuman as a soul mate.  
 
Without Hanuman there is no Ramayana, there's no story. Without 
Jesus’ mother, there is no Bible. What she done it - that we need to 
discuss, that process later on, so that much power is hidden in the 
soul mate in the unconditional love. Doesn’t matter it’s your 
father, your brother, your friend, your patient, your client, your 
neighbor, your girlfriend, your son, your daughter, your master, 
whoever it might be. Who wants to learn these processes, to 
involve in the Khandana Yoga, to involve to know the life and 
death, to know who you are, I’m sorry, even Ramana Maharshi 
what he says it, Paramahamsa what he says it - is impossible to 
reach that position without a soul mate. Paramahamsa had a soul 
mate with Vivekananda. Without Vivekananda there is no 
Paramahamsa - period. Without Paramahamsa there’s no 
Vivekananda. Without Venkusa there’s no Shirdi Baba. Without 
Shirdi Baba there’s no Venkusa - that much power is in it. 
 
You might have tons of relationships, but the real relationship you 
need to create. You need to come up in a clarity way. Yogi 
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Vemana, he’s biggest womanizer and the first person in the planet 
who manifested the gold. I think I told you before. There’s tons of 
poems he wroted. We no need to read any Vedas, Puranas, Itihasas - 
his poems are that much powerful. That womanizer is going 
everyday in the prostitutions, prostitutes. One day one prostitute 
she asked, “I want your sister-in-law’s earring. I want that.” He 
went to his sister-in-law, “One lady asking your earring. Please 
give it.” In the house he took everything out. They don’t have any 
single coin to eat a glass of rice. He donated for the prostitution. 
Then her sister-in-law, she got shocked, “Vemana, why you doing 
this? Okay come and get it.” She went to the room, she turned her 
body up and down - come and take it.”  
 
He saw the vision there, “Such a crazy body for this? I wounded, I 
destroyed my life?”  He fed up. He got shocked then he fall off his 
head on her feet, then he walked to the graveyard. His best friend 
Adirau, he's removed all his dresses, then he sat under the tree 
observing the dead bodies burning, “What is the seed of this 
whole creation? What is hidden in it? Why this lila lokas? Is a 
Maha Lakshmi is having that much power? Lakshmi is nothing 
but crazy prostitution - today’s wealth is with you, tomorrow it’s 
another person, then it's going another person, another person, 
another person - it endless. That lady is ruling this much globe, 
creating this much unnecessary non-sense.” Then he concentrated 
on her, she appeared in front of him. 
 
"Vemana, what do you want?” “I want to know, I want to win 
you.” Then she give the, some channels, “Okay, manifest the 
gold.” She given the mechanism. That mechanism he 
implemented, he made tons of gold bars in the graveyard, he and 
his friend Adirau. Then he got little mad, himself - crazy 
psychiatric patient.  Then he throw that, all the bars, gold in the 
river. Then he started to giving his poetry in the universe. With 
certain leaves, certain chemicals, certain herbs we can able to do 
that. I think few people had. One time we did a practice here. How 
many people have that rings? Still I think they have... you?  Who 
else at that time? 
 
Eric:  Nityaananda and RK. 
 
Swami: And you too? 
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Eric:  And me, yeah. 
 
Swami: Who’s watching there too? Gustav you are there? 
 
Gustav:  Yes.  
 
Swami: What you noticed? Stand up. Am I really made it? 
 
Gustav:  I was not there at the very moment. 
 
Swami:  Okay, sit, sit. Who was from the beginning moment 
there? Stand up tell. 
 
Paul: Well, you changed one metal to another metal in a process 
using certain items and the final result was… 
 
Swami:  Am I touched anything? 
 
Paul:  No. No. 
 
Swami: I didn't touch anything. Who really was there, like 
cooking things, everything? 
 
Paul: Yeah, it was like about four or five of us were cooking 
various different items.  
 
Swami: What items that? It’s not my question, it’s their question, 
it’s okay, tell. 
 
Paul: Well, I think there was combination of mercury... 
 
Swami:  Yeah. 
 
Paul: ... some coconut meat... 
 
Swami:  Yeah. 
 
Paul: ...um, certain oils, I think were put in there as well, and um, 
you had us put everything into a coconut vessel, and ah, it took 
quite a while to get to that place but finally we saw one mil, then it 
went through a process and then what manifested was gold. 
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Swami:  Still that gold is exist? 
 
Paul:  Yes, I’ve seen it. 
 
Swami:  What they done with that? 
 
Paul: Those gents, they still have it and they’re either wearing it or 
they're safely put it into a specific place.  
 
Swami:  It’s a real gold? 
 
Paul:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  You sure? 
 
Paul:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Anya won’t believe that. Look at her eyes. 
 
Anya:  I saw it. I was there when you had them take it to a jeweler 
to test it to see if it was real gold, and it was.  
 
Swami:  What the jeweler said? 
 
Anya: I wasn’t there, but I think it was Nityaananda who told me 
that it was tested as real.  
 
Swami:  He’s a doctor you know - he knows everything. He won’t 
believe that, he’s a character.  Sit. Thank you.  So my point - 
doesn’t matter to win the Maha Lakshmi, to win the Saraswati, to 
win the Durga, to win the crucifixion - to win any channels you 
need initiation. You need?  
 
Students: Initiation.  
 
Swami: That initiation, I need to be ready and you need to be 
ready. If I’m ready, if you’re not ready - it won’t happens. When 
you’re ready, I’m not ready - it won’t happens. You might think, 
“Ten years with Swami, nothing happening, nothing moving.” 
Maybe you’re not ready. Ninety-five percent I’m always ready. 
Ninety-nine percent if you’re always not ready….that my biggest 
block to making you to pushing in harder way. 
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So my Divine Souls, soul mate as a path of to receive the 
unconditional love. Already God has given majority to everybody, 
parents is the biggest soul mates but a lot of childrens too, they 
have a lot of pain, lot of anger around their parents. Is it make 
sense? Their childhood days is rough days, the, especially in the 
western countries, the children grown in a painful way what I 
seen it. Like mother have different boyfriend and divorces, and 
father is go different, and its not healthy there majority what I 
noticed. That impact will affect on the soul.  
 
Our childhood days’ energy power, that behavior, that clarity 
mind, the vision, it keep continues until the rest of your life. Our 
childhood days is very powerful to play on our life goal - it’s a 
golden statement. Whatever your coming generation in future, 
how much you’re really caring, protecting the kids in a beautiful 
loving way. Upcoming generations in the globe will become less 
depression, more clarity - very, very important! 
 
But by 2011, no matter what, you need to have your soul mate. 
We’re going to the Harishchandra Ghat in Benaras. In that 
Benares, in that place what we’re going to experience and what 
we’re going to seeing it, I’m sure whole globe will look at us. 
Doesn’t matter whatever terrorist activities right now here in India 
in the whole global wide, don't worry it will come down. It’ll come 
down.  Be prepared by 2011 having it, do or die, very strong soul 
mate. 
 
It doesn’t matter how many boyfriends you changed in your life. 
You got well disturbed to whom to believe. You cannot trust but 
you have to trust one person. You have to rely on one person as a 
physical person in your life. That person should not discover your 
life at all without your permission, to anybody! That’s biggest 
permission. And you don’t have right tell your personal mantra, 
even is your soul mate. Your personal mantra, once you lost it, it’s 
done. After this Christmas time, after that, if anybody, if they had 
any personal mantra, if they missed it, mispronounced to 
somebody, your Swami cannot re-fix it. Clear Simon?  
 
Simon: Clear.  
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Swami: Good. Any questions?  We talked Lord Ganesh, the soul 
mate, Mahalakshmi, but some more processes we’re going to do it 
by grace of Baba. Pretty good I’m ready. I'm ready. But I really 
recommend to Myuri, go again one more time all the channels. 
Tomorrow whole day, take it, all channels, different chakras and 
explain it. 
 
Myuri: Ok. 
 
Swami:  Go through one more time. 
 
Myuri:  Ok.  
 
Swami: In the channels, one point I made it there, you have to win 
a woman heart, a female soul - you have to win it. Go and discuss 
more subject in depth on it. Now I gave a comment on what 
Ganesh and Jesus Christ soul mate is her mother. Without her 
mother there is no Bible, and without Hanuman there is no 
Ramayana. Even Rama, he loved his wife Sita, and his brother 
protecting him all the time in the forest, but Hanuman is the soul 
mate. Without Vivekananda there is no Paramahamsa. Without 
Baba there is no Venkusa. Without Venkusa there is no Baba. 
Certain angles I made it.  It might helps you to come up with some 
clarity. How many people really confused here? Can raise up? It's 
nothing there to get confused here. Any questions?  
 
Constanze: Is also Rama the soul mate of Hanuman? 
 
Swami:  Yeah. 
 
Luzia: This concept of having a soul mate, when did it start? Who 
described that first time?  Was it Jesus? 
 
Swami: What? 
 
Luzia: Who described this mechanism, this knowledge to the 
globe first time of having soul mates? 
 
Swami:  We’ll talk later that. 
 
Myuri: Maybe this will come later about how you can be a soul 
mate to somebody, but they’re not your soul mate. 
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Swami: It’s okay.  
 
Myuri:  No, I know it’s okay but I don’t understand how that can 
happen. 
 
Swami:  Why not? 
 
Myuri: Because it seems like it’s the relationship that makes both 
people… 
 
Swami: If a mother have the five kids it doesn’t matter the mother 
not having enough love on five kids equally, but she loves one kid 
more strongly, isn’t it? My mother have five kids. I’m not with her 
all the time, majority, but she knows when I wake up, what I ate 
my dinner, what’s my lunch, breakfast. She knows. First target is 
me.  
 
Myuri: But a mate implies an opposite, one person to one person.  
 
Swami: It will be there, majority, it will be there. What else? 
 
Juleann:  With the soul mate relationships you described, they all 
seem to be master/student relationships. So with our soul mate, 
with you as our master, wouldn’t naturally you be our soul mate? 
 
Swami:  I don’t know about you, you never tolded me about your 
life. But I know you, teasing you. Yes you can, it’s not a problem. 
For example, last Guru Purnima many people came. Am I ever 
spended at least a person two minutes time? At least one minute? 
Few people I might as a group - individually no. Of course you 
came all the way from Europe and America, you spent a lot of 
money and you want talk to me. There’s a reason why I’m putting 
you distance. There’s a reason. There is a reason. You’ll 
understand. 
 
Myuri:  One time you talked about seven soul parts. Is that related 
to soul mates? 
 
Swami:  But you have to be recognize, you know? 
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Myuri:  But is that how you recognize your soul part, is through 
your soul mate?  
 
Swami:  Yup. 
 
Myuri:  So when you said about the soul mate that you have to 
switch, like you have to when you were talking about union and 
separation, to see the union you needed to separate and you used 
your soul mate to do that separating? 
 
Swami:  What?  What? 
 
Myuri: When you originally talked about soul mates back in 
Hampi... 
 
Swami: Don’t divert subject. Just straight way what I told, 
everybody understood. I will explain how to get a soul mate to 
you later, not today.  Yes? 
 
Christine St.: You said, at the end we have to go out alone… at the 
very end of our spiritual path, so what happens with the soul 
mate?  Because I think that’s one of the biggest attachments. So at 
the end, does it mean all those attachments are cut also between 
our soul mate? 
 
Swami:  Do you understand what she’s saying? 
 
Myuri:  She’s saying at the end of your life, when you leave, what 
happens to that relationship with your soul mate? Does that break 
that attachment or does it continue after? 
 
Swami: Continues it. Whenever the Big Boss, after crucifixion, 
whenever Mother Mary is there, she’s in the deep sadness, pain - I 
removed her sadness out, “You can do it, do it!”  Did it, we lifted 
him there. We disappeared there and we appeared in India - that’s 
it.  There is proofs and evidence.  
 
Myuri:  She appeared in India too? 
 
Swami: Wait, wait, first let’s you talk about your soul mates first, 
your love and your blocks. First let me complete this then we’ll go 
to that subject. No more mysteries, I’m telling you about JC’s life, 
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no more mystery. Pretty good what I’m writing, book, all bullet 
points. I’m giving this month I hope, but don’t send this 
information unnecessarily by text messaging to somebody, and  
don’t do that stupid thing. Don’t - energetically can stop me not to 
talk. You know what I’m saying?  
 
Paul: Swami, is the reason why JC’s disciples did not succeed is 
because they didn’t have soul mates? 
 
Swami:  Exactly. 
 
Luzia:  Does that mean they worshipped their master, but they 
didn’t see their master as their soul mate?  
 
Swami:  Exactly.  
 
Luzia:  I have one question Swami, still a point thinking about, 
you said if you are our soul mate and we are not necessarily your 
soul mate - that’s a difficult situation to create this mechanism. 
 
Swami:  To whom? 
 
Luzia:  Well, let’s say… 
 
Swami: To whom? 
 
Luzia:  To the person who thinks the other person is not their soul 
mate. 
 
Swami:  You’re a lady of Japan. You are a lady of Japan it’s okay. 
 
Luzia:  You’re torturing me.  
 
Swami: Doesn’t matter. See, sometimes I come early morning 
sharply 5 o’clock. I put the water on Baba and I go. If you’re lucky 
there, and I spray the water on you, putting lot of sankalpams, lot 
of sankalapams - going back. The point is, even you choose me as 
a soul mate, if I did not choose you soul mate, it doesn’t matter - I 
know your personal mantra. It doesn’t matter. It’s there. 
Everything it comes there. So you no need to be to share 
everything with me. Your personal mantra, it tells me everything 
about you. Even though you choose me as a soul mate, you didn’t 
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spend the time with me, you didn’t talk, but I know your personal 
mantra. If I forgot your personal mantra, then you're lucky. It 
means, once I can’t remember you, then you’re lucky. I remember. 
You understand? 
 
Luzia:  No.  
 
Swami: I remember. It’s not your picture. Certain word… if I 
think it how many people is received this mantra, if I close my 
eyes - all people’s pictures keep coming, you know what I’m 
saying? Everybody, all Students’ Kingdom, it’s not a joke. Even to 
preparing a gold, manifesting a gold with different things, with 
interesting students, the whole creation is there pretty good –
 Mahalakshmi.  Good. 
 
One time to Dipavalli, lighting day, festival day in Shirdi, in 
Dwarkamai Baba is sitting with his begging bowl late night. Sri 
Maha Lakshmi is entered in Dwarkamai. Baba said, “Wait. Stop.”  
She asked, “I want to come in with you. I want to stay with you. I 
want to make you unbelievable rich, unbelievable rich.”  
 
He said, “You are Mahamaya. Please get out. Stay outside. 
Whoever comes inside Dwarkamai, going out you blessed them - 
it’s enough. But don’t come inside Dwarkamai. Let me live what 
I’m living. I don’t want anything.” So Mahalakshmi is a big maya, 
unbelievable maya. That maya channels also, how it really played 
when Jesus was going to get crucifiction, how Mahalakshmi made 
him to caughted there through one of his student, disciple. I will 
explain the mechanism how she really putted her maya on him. 
There’s a link there why I’m telling about it. Without link I never 
talk. So when are you coming with the clarity mind? How much 
time you need it?  Go through all channels.  
 
Myuri: Well, we went through pretty well, so it won’t take that 
much longer tomorrow. We’ll go through again but we’ll stop on 
the one point you brought up today. We discussed about the 
woman’s energy, the importance of winning the woman’s heart. 
And then you extended that, that the woman also needed to win a 
man’s heart. So this also relates to the soul mate. So we can review 
that again tomorrow, all of the Channels.  
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Swami: Good. Good. And try to think one more time what is your 
main problem in your life? Where you really got stuck? What 
making you, really bothering you? Period. You have to be very 
specific, clarity on it. Whenever I’m going all the points, one point 
it will perfectly match you there. Then you’ll get your answer 
there. Clear? Now we’ll sit for thirty minutes in meditation very 
peacefully. Turn off all the lights, is group meditation thinking 
your personal mantra. Then 9 o’clock sharply we’ll go for arati.        
 
 

End of Talk 


